



What's the next action?
Stay focused!
What are you avoiding?
Today is a Tuesday (UTC).
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Creative services
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Website design and development, bridging from design ideas to functional web sites, HTML, CSS, PHP, WordPress, jQuery, other internet things, hosting and management, idea generation, InDesign, Illustrator, social media management, one-on-one training, font customization, logotypes and marks, corporate identity programs, branding, business cards, letterhead, printed materiel, Blurb magazines and books, &c.









Creative goods
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Leather belts, leather wallets, leather notebook covers, ax masks, small tool pouches, bags-of-holding, stickers, monkey fists, &c.



»Don’t make something unless it is both necessary and useful; but if it is both necessary and useful, don’t hesitate to make it beautiful.« —Shaker philosophy















Contact Ross to talk about your projects.


Ross DeMeyere is a visual communication designer, web developer and craftsman located in Minneapolis. 
With a passion for design, he has been converting ideas into websites, printed designs and other things since 1987.












from the design journal
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  Project evolutions

  ...any organized effort expended to make something better, an evolution...




  [image: Plain text calendar example from my visual journal.]
  Plain text calendar

  A plain text calendar that can be printed out and used for planning purposes away from the computer.




  [image: dtg-chrono-131317]
  24-hour time

  This is a LIFE SAFETY issue so important that just the RISK of an »AM|PM« mixup is enough to use 24-hour time.




  [image: The Knotmasters course]
  eMail signatures

  Since eMail is so important to business communication, your eMail signature is more important than you may think.
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Visual communication design to support 
and evolve your business.

support@demeyere.com 
| 

 
612-789-2052













  
  
  









  
















creative ☆ tech-savvy ☆ eclectic
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